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Determining the properties of the dark components of the universe remains one of the outstanding challenges
in cosmology. We explore how upcoming CMB anisotropy measurements, galaxy power spectrum data, and
supernova~SN! distance measurements can observationally constrain their gravitational properties with mini-
mal assumptions on the theoretical side. SN observations currently suggest the existence of dark matter with an
exotic equation of statep/r&21/3 that accelerates the expansion of the universe. When combined with CMB
anisotropy measurements, SN or galaxy survey data can in principle determine the equation of state and density
of this component separately, regardless of their value, as long as the universe is spatially flat. Combining these
pairs creates a sharp consistency check. Ifp/r*21/2, then the clustering behavior~sound speed! of the dark
component can be determined so as to test the scalar-field ‘‘quintessence’’ hypothesis. If the exotic matter turns
out instead to be simply a cosmological constant (p/r521), the combination of CMB and galaxy survey data
should provide a significant detection of the remaining dark matter, the neutrino background radiation~NBR!.
The gross effect of its density or temperature on the expansion rate is ill constrained as it can be mimicked by
a change in the matter density. However, anisotropies of the NBR break this degeneracy and should be
detectable by upcoming experiments.@S0556-2821~99!01902-5#

PACS number~s!: 95.35.1d, 95.75.Pq, 98.70.Vc, 98.80.Hw
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of the dark matter remains one of the grea
outstanding puzzles in cosmology. The difficulty of the pro
lem is compounded by the fact that the dark matter may
composed of multiple components. Despite this, we may
on the verge of an observational solution. The cosmic mic
wave background~CMB! contains information about th
dark components present in the early universe, specific
the ratio of non-relativistic or cold dark matter~CDM! to
relativistic species such as the neutrino background radia
~NBR! and the ratio of the baryonic dark matter to the CM
itself. Upcoming high precision measurements of the CM
notably by the Microwave Anisotropy Probe~MAP! @1# and
Planck@2# satellites, should determine these ratios to the p
cent level@3#. In contrast, observations of high-redshift o
jects such as type Ia supernovas~SNs! probe dark compo-
nents important in the local universe. Indeed prelimina
results suggest the presence of an additional dark compo
that accelerates the expansion@4,5#. The clustering properties
of galaxies link the CMB and the local universe through th
dependence on both the initial perturbations visible in
CMB and the time-integrated history of structure formati
between last scattering and the present. The galaxy po
spectrum will be precisely measured by ongoing redshift s
veys such as the 2dF@6# and the Sloan Digital Sky Surve
~SDSS! @7#.

The promise of observationally determining the propert
of the dark components lies in combining these data s
Aside from the obvious difference in redshift windows, t
various data sets individually suffer from the fact that th
observables depend degenerately on several aspects o
cosmology. Combined, they break each other’s degenera
0556-2821/98/59~2!/023512~11!/$15.00 59 0235
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With three data sets, consistency tests become poss
These tests are valuable for investigating systematic erro
the data sets and could potentially indicate that the cur
cosmological framework is inadequate to describe the u
verse.

In this paper, we investigate how the combination
CMB anisotropy measurements, galaxy survey data, and
luminosity distance determinations can be used to determ
the parameters of the dark components. For this purpose
employ the generalized dark matter~GDM! parametrization
scheme introduced in@8#. This parametrization encapsulate
the observable properties of the dark components in a b
ground equation of state, its density today, a sound sp
and an anisotropic stress or ‘‘viscosity parameter.’’ We b
gin by examining how well the equation of state and dens
today can be determined from observations assuming a
universe. Combining CMB data with either galaxy surve
or SN observations will provide tight constraints on t
equation of state and the density of the exotic compon
even if the sound speed or viscosity must be simultaneo
determined. The combination of these pairs will thus prov
a sharp consistency test. Galaxy survey information assis
these measurements indirectly by freeing CMB determi
tions from parameter degeneracies. The fundamental
sumption is that the galaxy and matter power spectra
proportional on large scales where the fluctuations are
linear. The power of galaxy surveys is revealed only upo
full joint analysis. Previous treatments~e.g. @9#! have fo-
cused on the ability of individual tests to break the deg
eracy and reach more pessimistic conclusions.

As the cosmological constant has a well-defined equa
of statep/r521, these cosmological measurements will te
for its presence. A cosmological constant is also special
©1998 The American Physical Society12-1
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cause its density remains smooth throughout the gravitati
instability process. If the exotic component proves not to
a cosmological constant, then its clustering properties
come important. These properties are encapsulated in
sound speed. The simplest models for this component
volve a~slowly rolling! scalar-field ‘‘quintessence’’@10–13#
which has the interesting property of having the sound sp
in its rest frame equal to the speed of light@14,8#.

We propose the measurement of the sound speed o
exotic component as a test of the scalar-field hypothesis
long asp/r*21/2 in the exotic component, the combin
tion of CMB experiments and galaxy surveys can prov
interesting constraints on the sound speed.

On the other hand, if the exotic component turns out to
simply a cosmological constant, then the properties of
remaining dark matter, the NBR, can be determined fr
combining CMB and galaxy survey data. We show th
anisotropies in the NBR, as modeled by the viscosity para
eter of GDM, are measurable and provide a way to break
matter-radiation density degeneracy in the CMB.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We review t
phenomenology of the parametrized dark matter model of@8#
in Sec. II and the Fisher matrix technique for parameter
timation in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we determine how well th
equation of state of the dark component may be isola
from its density. We discuss measurements of the so
speed and propose a test of the scalar-field quintessenc
pothesis in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we address the detectabilit
the NBR and its anisotropies. We summarize our conclusi
in Sec. VII.

II. DARK MATTER PHENOMENOLOGY

In this section, we review the observable properties of
dark components following the phenomenological treatm
of @8#. We shall see that the properties of the dark sec
affect CMB anisotropies, structure formation, and hig
redshift observations in complementary ways.

We define the dark sector to include all components
matter that interact with ordinary matter~baryons and pho-
tons! only gravitationally. Thus, the observable properties
the dark sector are specified completely once the full str
energy tensor is known. Here we consider the dark secto
be composed of background radiation from 3 species of
sentially massless (mn&0.1 eV) neutrinos, a CDM compo
nent, and an unknown component of GDM@8#. The CDM is
required to explain the dynamical measures of the dark m
ter associated with galaxies and clusters. The GDM is
quired to be smooth on small scales to avoid these c
straints@15,16#. We further assume that these forms of da
matter do not interact at the redshifts of interest.

Since each non-interacting species is covariantly c
served, the ten degrees of freedom of the symmetric str
energy tensor of the GDM are reduced to six. We take th
as the six components of the symmetric 333 stress tensor
Two stresses generate vorticity and two generate gra
waves; we will not consider these further but note that th
may play a significant role in CMB anisotropy formation
so-called ‘‘active’’ models for structure formation@17#. This
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leaves two stresses: the isotropic component~pressure! and
an anisotropic component~‘‘viscosity’’ !. The properties of
these two stresses must be parametrized. We begin by
cussing their effect on the background expansion and t
examine their role in the gravitational instability of perturb
tions.

A. Background effects

Isotropy demands that to lowest order the GDM stre
tensor have only an isotropic~pressure! component. The
GDM properties to lowest order therefore depend only on
equation of statewg5pg /rg . For example, energy conse
vation requires that the evolution of the GDM density fo
lows:

d ln rg

d ln~11z!21 523~11wg!. ~1!

For simplicity, we consider models wherewg is independent
of the redshiftz since the properties of a slowly varyingwg
can be modeled over the relevant redshifts with an appro
ately weighted average@13,18#. Combined with the assump
tion of zero spatial curvature, the expansion rate or Hub
parameter becomes

H

H0
~Vg ,wg ,Vm /V r ;z!

5@Vm~11z!31Vg~11z!3~11wg!1V r~11z!4#1/2,

~2!

where H05100h km s21 Mpc21. Here Vm512Vg2V r
and accounts for both the CDM and baryonic~‘‘matter’’ !
components. LikewiseV r accounts for the photon and neu
trino ~‘‘radiation’’ ! components. Furthermore, quantities th
depend on the redshift behavior of the expansion rate suc
the deceleration

q52
~11z!21

H

dH

d~11z!21 11 ~3!

depend on the same parameters. In particular, a compo
with wg,21/3 is able to driveq negative and cause a
acceleration.

Any cosmological observable that is simply a function
the expansion rate of the universe will only be sensitive
the background properties of the GDM through (wg ,Vg).
For example, SNs probe the luminosity distance@see Fig.
1~a!#

H0dL~wg ,Vg ;z!5~11z!E
0

z

dzH0 /H; ~4!
2-2
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OBSERVATIONALLY DETERMINING THE PROPERTIES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 023512
this function is independent of the matter-radiation ratio
cause the observations are at sufficiently low redshift. C
rent SN luminosity distance data suggest the presence o
accelerating component withwg,21/3 ~see Fig. 2! but may
be dominated by unknown sources of systematic errors@20#.

Likewise the acoustic peaks in the CMB probe the an
lar diameter distance to the redshift of last scatteringzls @see
Fig. 1~b!#,

H0dA~wg ,Vg ,Vm /V r ;zls!5E
0

zls
dzH0 /H, ~5!

through its ratio with the sound horizon at last scatteri
H0sCMB(Vg /Vb ,Vm /V r). Current CMB detections alon
do not place significant constraints onwg andVg @18#.

FIG. 1. Distance measure degeneracies: contours of consta~a!
luminosity distance toz50.5 (H0dL) and~b! angular diameter dis-
tance to the last scattering surface (H0dA). Here Vmh2 has been
held fixed in the latter under the assumption that the CMB acou
peak morphology will measure it independently. With this assum
tion, the two distance measures provide complementary infor
tion.

FIG. 2. Current SN data. The 65%, 95% and 99% C.L. interv
in the wg-Vg plane for the current data assuming only statisti
errors. Constraints include 6 high redshift SNs from the Supern
Cosmology Project@4# and 10 from the High-z Supernova Sear
@5#. We use 26 low-z calibrating SNs withB2V,0.2 obtained by
the Calán/Tololo group@19#. The analysis follows@18#, but note
that systematic errors may dominate in the current data sets.
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The energy density of the CMB is fixed through the me
surement of its temperatureTFIRAS52.72860.004 K ~95%
C.L.! @21# such that

Vgh252.481531025S TCMB

TFIRAS
D 4

. ~6!

With this constraint, the dependence of the sound horizon
the photon-to-baryon ratio reduces to a dependence
Vbh2. Likewise, the total radiation energy density is give
by

V rh
25Vgh2F110.681

Nn

3 S 1.401Tn

TCMB
D 4G . ~7!

Thus under the usual assumptions for the number of neut
species (Nn53) and their thermal history (Tn

5TCMB/1.401), the dependence ofdA andsCMB on Vm /V r
becomes a dependence onVmh2. We relax these assump
tions in Sec. VI to test the properties of the NBR.

B. Structure formation

To probe the remaining properties of the GDM, one m
consider its effects on the gravitational instability of pertu
bations. Unlesswg521 ~the cosmological constant cas
Vg5VL), the GDM participates in the gravitational insta
bility process. The cosmological constant case is spe
since the relativistic momentum density, which is propo
tional to 11wg , goes to zero.

Since the perturbations need only be statistically isotrop
the GDM in general requires two parameters to descr
fluctuations in its stress tensor. These can be chosen to b
sound speed in the rest frame of the GDMceff , whereceff

2

[dpg /drg ~in units wherec51), which relates the pressur
fluctuation to the density perturbation, and a ‘‘viscosity’’ p
rametercvis , which relates velocity and metric shear to th
anisotropic stress. See@8# for their precise covariant defini
tion. Positive values ofceff

2 imply that density fluctuations are
stabilized by pressure support at the effective sound hori
seff[*ceff(11z)dt. Likewise, positive values ofcvis

2 imply
that resistance to shearing stabilizes the fluctuation atsvis
[*cvis(11z)dt. These definitions assume thatceff andcvis ,
respectively, are slowly varying. We call the greater ofseff
andsvis the GDM sound horizonsGDM .

Modes smaller thansGDM are stabilized by stress suppor
If the GDM also dominates the expansion rate, then
growth of structure will slow below this scale. Ifwg,0,
GDM domination occurs at approximately

11zg[S Vg

Vm
D 21/3wg

. ~8!

Thus we expect a feature in the matter power spectrum
tweenH0sGDM(wg ,Vg) at z5zg andz50. Since below the
sound horizon the effect of GDM is to slow the growth
structure independent of scale, the determination ofceff from
measurements of the galaxy power spectrum depends
cially upon having data across this range of scales. In F
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HU, EISENSTEIN, TEGMARK, AND WHITE PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 023512
3~a!, we show the effect of varyingceff on the power spec
trum for wg521/3. The models have been normalized
small scales to bring out the scale-independence of the sm
scale suppression. Given that the normalization is uncer
because of the unknown proportionality constant between
mass and galaxy power spectrum usually defined asb2

whereb is the ‘‘bias,’’ the only direct information from gal-
axy surveys onceff comes from large scales. Notice the mo
rapid change withceff occurs forceff,A1/6.

The location of the GDM sound horizon also affects CM
anisotropies. By halting the growth of structure, the GD
causes gravitational potential wells to decay below the so
horizon sGDM at zg . A changing gravitational potential im
prints fluctuations on the CMB via differential gravitation
redshifts whose sum is called the integrated Sachs-W
~ISW! effect. However, if the sound horizon is much smal
than the particle horizon, the photons will traverse ma
wavelengths of the fluctuation as the potential decays.
cancellation of the redshift and blueshift destroys the effe
Thus the largest effect arises whenceff;1 but varies strongly
with ceff only as it becomes less thanceff;A1/6. Unfortu-
nately, subtle differences in this large-angle temperature
nal aroundceff51 will be difficult to pin down given cosmic
variance.

Because of the strongceff-dependence of features in th
CMB and galaxy survey power spectra forceff&A1/6, tight
lower limits can be placed onceff from the data even thoug
models aroundceff51 cannot be distinguished. Furthermor
the amplitude of the features decreases sharply aswg→21
since even clustering above the sound horizon vanishe
this limit. Constraints on the sound speed will thus only
possible if the equation of state of the GDM differs signi
cantly from a cosmological constant.

Finally, the viscous term also causes the growth of str
ture to halt. However, it has an additional effect that make
unique since anisotropic stresses enter directly in the Poi
equation that defines their relation to the gravitational pot
tials @8#. In Fig. 4, we show the effect of replacing the ne
trinos with GDM of cvis5A1/3 and 0 in the CMB. The
former component models the neutrinos accurately and
latter shows that the anisotropic stress of the dark ma

FIG. 3. Sound speed effects forwg521/3. A finite sound speed
ceff stabilizes perturbations leading to features in the~a! galaxy
power spectrum and~b! CMB anisotropy spectrum. Note that i
both cases the effects change most rapidly withceff between 0 and
A1/6. The power spectra have been normalized to small scale
bring out the degeneracies and the importance of large-scale i
mation. The model here and throughout hasVm50.35, h50.65,
Vbh250.02, t50.05, n51, andT/S50.
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produces potentially observable effects in the CMB. We w
exploit this effect to propose a means of detecting
anisotropies in the neutrino background radiation in Sec.

III. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Projections for how well various data sets can meas
cosmological parameters depend crucially on the exten
the parameter space considered as well as on the locatio
this space~or ‘‘fiducial model’’! around which we quote ou
errors. Even though the latter uncertainty will be eliminat
once the best fit model is found from the actual data,
former problem will remain. The extended GDM parame
space thus allows the data the freedom to choose the
values to describe properties of the dark sector. Even if
true model turns out to contain only conventional dark m
ter, it allows us to say, with what confidence we can ma
this statement, i.e. that the dark components are in fact
neutrino background radiation, a cosmological constant,
cold dark matter. If these options are ruled out, then we w
have discovered a new form of matter.

We adopt a 10-dimensional parametrization of cosmolo
that includes the present density of the GDMVg , a time-
independent equation of statewg , the matter densityVmh2,
the baryon densityVbh2, the re-ionization optical deptht,
the tilt n, the tensor-scalar ratioT/S, the normalizationA,
and the linear biasb. Both ceff andcvis affect the clustering
scale and are largely degenerate. In Secs. IV and V, we
ceff as a proxy for both, whereas in Sec. VI, we takecvis
since we are interested in the anisotropy itself. This para
eter space does not include models with non-zero spatial
vature or with massive neutrinos. We take the fiducial mo
to have Vm512Vg50.35, h50.65, Vbh250.02, t
50.05, n51, andT/S50; we will use fiducial models with
different values ofwg and ceff to explore how the results
depend on these parameters. For how the fiducial choice
the standard parameters affect the errors, see@3,22#.

To estimate errors on the cosmological parameters,
employ the Fisher matrix formalism~see@23# for a general
review!. The Fisher matrix is essentially an expansion of t

to
r-

FIG. 4. Viscosity effects: neutrinos may be accurately mode
as GDM with a viscosity parametercvis5A1/3. Settingcvis50
changes the CMB anisotropies significantly and equate to remo
the quadrupole anisotropy of the NBR.
2-4
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OBSERVATIONALLY DETERMINING THE PROPERTIES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 023512
log-likelihood function around its maximum in paramet
space. It codifies the optimal errors on each parameter f
given experiment assuming a quadratic approximation
this function. Note that the Fisher matrix provides accur
estimates of error contours only when they encompass s
variations in parameter space where the expansion is v
This is an important caveat to which we will return in Se
V.

Fisher matrix errors thus employ derivatives of the c
mological observables with respect to parameters. To ca
late derivatives of the CMB and galaxy power spectra,
employ the hierarchical Boltzmann code of@24,25#. Special
care must be taken in evaluating these derivatives since
merical noise in the calculation can artificially break a
parameter degeneracies that exist. General techniques
as the taking of two-sided derivatives and the associa
step sizes for standard parameters are described in@22#. For
the GDM parameters, we estimate the derivatives by fin
differences with the step sizesDVg560.05(12Vg), Dwg

560.01, Dceff
2 560.1ceff

2 andDcvis
2 560.1cvis

2 .
The benefit of a hierarchy treatment is that unlike t

integral treatment ofCMBFAST @26#, no interpolation is nec-
essary and the code may be made arbitrarily accurate
adjusting the sampling in Fourier space. Thus the numer
noise problems identified by@22# can be addressed and
principle eliminated. However, computational speed gen
ally requires a compromise involving smoothing the calc
lated CMB power spectrum@24#. We have tested our result
against CMBFAST version 2.3.2 in the context of flatL-
models whereCMBFAST is most accurate and obtained;5%
agreement in parameter estimation with the hierarchy co
The test also involved two independent pipelines for tak
model calculations through to parameter estimations. Th
comparisons were done with 1500 Fourier modes out tk
52.5kdamp, where kdamp is the CMB damping scale@see
@27#, Eq. ~17!# with Savitzky-Golay smoothing@28# of the
resulting CMB angular power spectrum. We adopt the sa
techniques for parameter estimation in the GDM context1

In addition to the extent of the parameter space and
location of the fiducial model in parameter space, Fisher
rors of course depend on the sensitivity of the given exp
ment. For the CMB data sets, we take the specification
the MAP and Planck experiments given in@22#. We quote
results with and without polarization information. Since t
polarization signal may be dominated by foregrounds a
systematic errors, the purely statistical Fisher matrix err
may be underestimates. For galaxy surveys, we take
Bright Red Galaxy sample of SDSS; the specifications
their translation into the Fisher matrix formalism is given
@29#. We further take the linear power spectrum for para
eter estimation. Because non-linear effects and galaxy for
tion issues complicate the interpretation of the obser

1Note that in cases where strong model degeneracies and
experimental sensitivity coexist, 2000 modes are often required.
this reason, we do not quote errors for the Planck experiment al
once combined with SN or galaxy survey data, its degeneracies
broken well enough that these small numerical errors are irrelev
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power spectrum on small scales, we employ informat
only from wave numbers less thankmax50.2h Mpc21 and
show how the results change as we go to a more conserv
kmax50.1h Mpc21. This roughly brackets the regime whe
non-linear effects begin to play a role as shown by simu
tions @30#. For SNs, we assume that on a time scale com
rable to the MAP mission a total of 200 supernovas will
found with individual magnitude errors of 0.3 and a redsh
distribution with a mean ofz50.65 and a Gaussian width o
Dz50.3 @31#.

As each data set is independent to an excellent appr
mation, the combined likelihood function is the product
the CMB, SN, and galaxy survey likelihood functions. Th
the combined Fisher matrix is simply the sum of the in
vidual Fisher matrices.

IV. MEASURING THE EQUATION OF STATE

Current SN luminosity distance measures suggest that
GDM may have an exotic equation of statewg&21/3 that
accelerates the expansion~see Fig. 2 and@4,5#!. If these pre-
liminary indications are borne out by future studies, o
would like to pin down the equation of state of the GDM a
also construct consistency tests to verify this explanation
the SN data. Unfortunately, no one data set can isolate
equation of state on its own. The CMB has one measure
wg from the angular diameter distance to the last scatte
surface@see Eq.~5!#, but this is degenerate withVg ~see Fig.
1!, even assuming zero curvature and thatVmh2 has been
measured from the morphology of the acoustic peaks. Le
age onwg andVg comes only through the cosmic-varianc
limited ISW effect at large angles and through the effects
gravitational lensing on very small scales. The latter occ
because changingVg affects the present-day normalizatio
of the matter power spectrum and thereby changes
amount of lensing. The effect is small, however, and mu
less powerful for breaking the degeneracy than the meth
of the next paragraph; we therefore neglect lensing in
CMB. Likewise, galaxy surveys alone give leverage on
through the combination that defines the GDM sound ho
zon. For SN measurements that span only a short rang
redshift, there is an analogous degeneracy betweenwg and
Vg in the luminosity distance@see Eq.~4!#.

However, combiningtwo of these measurements isolat
wg and the third can be used as a consistency check. Tha
CMB angular diameter distance and SN luminosity distan
measures break each others degeneracies is obvious
comparing panels~a! and~b! in Fig. 1. We show in Fig. 5 the
error ellipses~68% C.L.! in the Vg-wg plane.2

Because of the large ISW effect in thewg521/6 model
of Fig. 5~a!, MAP alone will provide reasonable constrain
on the two parameters. In this case, SN measurements
provide a strong consistency check on CMB measureme

igh
or
e;
re

nt.

2A 68% confidence region for a two-dimensional ellipse exten
to 1.52s along each axis. We use this in all cases, although it is
overestimate in cases when the ellipse extends into unphysic
implausible regions of parameter space.
2-5
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However, as one approacheswg521, the ISW effect de-
creases and the CMB requires the assistance of SN mea
ments to break the degeneracy. We list the 1s errors as a
function of wg in Table I.

The combination of CMB and galaxy survey data pr
vides a more subtle example of complementarity. Despite
fact that the MAP error ellipse lies wholely within the SDS
error ellipse in Fig. 5~a!, the addition of SDSS provides sub
stantially smaller error bars. As discussed in@32#, the com-
bination of the CMB and galaxy power spectrum informati
yields a precise measurement of the Hubble constanth and
Vm independently of any low redshift GDM effects. Th
reason is that the physical extent of the sound horizon
recombination can be precisely calibrated from measurem
of Vbh2 and Vmh2 through the acoustic peak morpholog
~see Fig. 6 and@33#!. Measurement of this scale in redsh
space isolates the Hubble constant; the aforementioned
surement ofVmh2 in the CMB then returnsVm . Under the
assumption of a flat universe,Vg512Vm is also well de-
termined@see Fig. 5~b!# and the angular diameter distan
dA(Vmh2,Vg ,wg) may be used to extractwg . Hence, de-
spite the fact that g‘alaxy surveys cannot determine th

FIG. 5. Breaking the equation-of-state density degeneracy.
degeneracy exposed in Fig. 1 can be broken by combining C
information~here from MAP! with SN or galaxy survey~here from
SDSS! information. Plotted here are the 68% C.L. for the vario
experiments and combinations. Comparison of the two comb
tions leads to a sharp consistency test. Two fiducial models
shown:~a! wg521/6 and~b! wg521. While the CMB alone does
well at wg521/6, its degeneracy worsens considerably aswg de-
creases toward21. Note, however, that the complementary natu
of the data sets and the ability to make consistency checks occu
both cases.
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parameters by themselves, they can break the angular d
eter distance degeneracy of the CMB and thereby allow
CMB to measurewg and Vg . The subtle nature of the de
generacy breaking requires a full joint analysis to unco
~cf. @9# who reached more pessimistic conclusions from
separate examination of each data set!.

If the measurements pass the consistency test, we
combine all three sets of data. Even assuming no polariza
information from MAP, the result is that the errors onwg in
the worst case ofwg521 becomes(wg)50.056, allowing
for a sharp test for the presence of a cosmological const
Failure to achieve consistency would indicate that one of
assumptions is wrong; e.g.,wg varies strongly with time or
spatial curvature does not vanishVgÞ12Vm .

Finally, note that by marginalizingceff , our results treat
the clustering properties of the GDM as unknown and
thus conservative in the context of scalar-field quintesse
models@34#. For example, ifceff is held fixed, the limits on
wg for the wg521/6 model improve by;30% for

e
B

a-
re
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FIG. 6. Measurement ofh and the equation of state degenerac
Acoustic features in both the CMB (k3Pg) and matter/galaxy powe
(Pm) spectra are frozen in at last scattering. Once the CMB acou
peaks are calibrated in real space from the peak morphology m
surement ofVmh2 andVbh2, sliding the galaxy power spectrum i
redshift space (h Mpc21) until the features ‘‘match’’ determinesh.
This test is unaffected by and therefore insensitive to late-time
namics from the GDM component. However, onceh is determined,
Vg512Vm follows from the CMB measurement ofVmh2. The
angular diameter distance measurement from the CMB then d
mineswg .
TABLE I. Errors on wg and Vg upon combining data sets. SDSS assumes information out tokmax50.2h Mpc21 or 0.1h Mpc21

~parentheses!. For wg,21/6, errors are insensitive to the sound speed of the fiducial model; here we useceff5A0.03'0.2.

ceff50.03 MAP~P!1SDSS MAP~P!1SN Planck~P!1SDSS Planck~P!1SN
wg s(wg) s(Vg) s(wg) s(Vg) s(wg) s(Vg) s(wg) s(Vg)

21/6 0.015~0.033! 0.017~0.028! 0.024 0.030 0.009~0.014! 0.007~0.010! 0.014 0.009
21/3 0.027~0.056! 0.013~0.022! 0.028 0.031 0.016~0.029! 0.010~0.019! 0.020 0.013
21/2 0.047~0.088! 0.013~0.022! 0.041 0.034 0.022~0.041! 0.010~0.019! 0.021 0.011
22/3 0.074~0.129! 0.013~0.022! 0.063 0.037 0.029~0.052! 0.010~0.020! 0.023 0.010
25/6 0.108~0.183! 0.013~0.022! 0.091 0.040 0.037~0.064! 0.010~0.019! 0.026 0.009
21 0.126~0.201! 0.011~0.018! 0.125 0.042 0.033~0.050! 0.008~0.016! 0.027 0.010
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TABLE II. Errors on ceff
2 as a function of its fiducial value forwg521/3. SDSS assumeskmax

50.2h Mpc21 (0.1h Mpc21). P denotes the inclusion of CMB polarization information. Upper part, no pr
onb; lower part, prior ofs(ln b)50.1. The prior helps isolatet if polarization information is unavailable an
hence brings the limits with and without polarization closer.

s(ceff
2 )

ceff
2 MAP1SDSS MAP~P!1SDSS Planck1SDSS Planck~P!1SDSS

0.03 0.13~0.13! 0.06 ~0.06! 0.12 ~0.12! 0.04 ~0.04!
0.1 0.46~0.47! 0.14 ~0.15! 0.42 ~0.43! 0.10 ~0.10!
0.3 1.52~1.55! 0.54 ~0.54! 1.47 ~1.47! 0.37 ~0.37!

s(ln b)50.1:
0.03 0.06~0.06! 0.06 ~0.06! 0.06 ~0.06! 0.04 ~0.04!
0.1 0.18~0.20! 0.14 ~0.15! 0.18 ~0.18! 0.10 ~0.10!
0.3 0.75~0.83! 0.52 ~0.53! 0.72 ~0.72! 0.37 ~0.38!
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MAP1SDSS with or without polarization; gains are neg
gible nearwg521 since ceff has little observable effec
there.

In summary, for any value ofwg , the combination of
CMB data with SN distance measuresor galaxy surveys will
provide reasonably precise measures ofwg andVg even con-
sidering the unknown clustering properties of the GDM. T
comparison of these two combinations provides a sharp c
sistency test.

V. CONSTRAINING THE SOUND SPEED

If the tests of the last section determine that the equa
of state of the exotic component is in the range21,wg
,0, we will have discovered a new form of matter. It th
becomes interesting to explore its properties in order
search for a suitable particle physics candidate. The simp
candidate is a slowly rolling scalar field, also known
‘‘quintessence’’@10–13#. The hallmark of such a candidat
is that its effective sound speed is simply the speed of li
(ceff51); i.e., it is a maximally stable form of matter. It fur
thermore hascvis50. Can the clustering properties of th
GDM be measured well enough to distinguish a scalar fi
component from alternate candidates for exotic matter?

Stabilization of perturbations may occur through a fin
effective sound speedceff as it does for a real scalar field o
through viscositycvis as some defect-dominated models su
gest@35,36#. Because the two are largely degenerate, we t
ceff as a proxy for both—one actually determines the com
nation ofceff andcvis that fixes the GDM sound horizon.

The sound speedceff will only be well constrained if the
GDM sound horizon atzg is sufficiently small that cancella
tion of the ISW effect varies strongly withceff ~see Fig. 3! or
if the features in the matter power spectrum lie on sca
accessible to galaxy surveys. Both of these considerat
favor fiducial models with lowceff . SN distance measure
have no dependence onceff . In Table II ~upper part!, we
show the errors onceff as its fiducial value increases in
wg521/3, Vg50.65 fiducial model. As usual, both thes
and other parameters are marginalized when quoting er
in ceff

2 . As expected, the errors(ceff
2 ) increases sharply a

ceff→1.
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The strong variation ofs(ceff
2 ) with ceff

2 itself makes it
difficult to estimate the significance at which two models c
be separated. For example, if we were to takes(ceff

2 50.3) to
infer that it is distinguishable fromceff

2 50 at only 0.3/1.52
50.2s from MAP1SDSS, we would be incorrect since
model with a smaller valueceff

2 50.03 is distinguishable from
zero at a higher level. Conversely, the ability to distinguis
fiducial model withceff50 from one withceff.0 is always
overestimated. This problem reflects the limitations of t
Fisher matrix technique caused by its infinitesimal expans
of the likelihood function.

To address this issue, we take an intermediate value
ceff5A0.03.0.2 and ask how well we can reject the sca
field hypothesis ofceff51. We plot in Fig. 7 the number o
standard deviations by which the true sound speed is s
rated from the scalar field value @ ‘ ‘ s ’s’ ’ 5(1
2ceff

2 )/s(ceff
2 )#. Although this formal significance still over

estimates the true significance, the qualitative result is cl
If wg*21/2, CMB and galaxy survey data will be able

FIG. 7. Significance of bounds onceff as a function of the equa
tion of statewg of the fiducial model. Plotted is the formal signifi
cance with which the simplest scalar-field models (ceff51) may be
excluded if the true model isceff5A0.03.0.2. The formal errors
may overestimate the significance as discussed in the text.
power to distinguish sound speed effects decreases sharply a
approaches the cosmological constant case ofwg521.
2-7
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place interesting constraints on the sound speed. Aswg de-
creases to21, the effects of clustering in the GDM vanis
leaving no significant constraint onceff . A more complete
exploration of the likelihood function would yield more pre
cise limits but is computationally time consuming; we de
such an analysis untilwg is measured and shown to be in th
range.

Figure 7 implies that good limits onceff depend on polar-
ization information. This is because reionization effects
nearly degenerate with ISW effects fromceff . We show this
in Fig. 8. Polarization information isolatest from the feature
generated by Thomson scattering of anisotropic radia
present at large scales during re-ionization. However,
cause of the foregrounds and systematics likely in the la
angle polarization data, it is interesting to see whether
other information can break this degeneracy. The main ef
of t is to reduce the small-angle anisotropies in the CM
uniformly. If the intrinsic amplitude can be calibrated by th
galaxy survey data,t could be measured. With the growt
function and other transfer function effects under control,
remaining obstacle is the unknown bias factorb. This can be
measured on large scales through redshift-space distort
SinceVm is well constrained by the combination of CM
and galaxy survey data~Sec. IV!, the constraint onb
5Vm

0.6/b from these distortions supplies information on t
bias. Taking a conservative prior ofs(ln b)50.1 @37#, the
normalization determination breaks theceff

2 2t degeneracy
almost as effectively as polarization information. We qua
tify this in Table II ~lower part!, where the errors onceff

2 with
and without polarization are made more comparable w
this conservative prior onb.

In summary, interesting constraints on the cluster
properties of the exotic component will be available ifwg
*21/2 as long as we have either polarization data from

FIG. 8. Thet-ceff
2 degeneracy.t andceff

2 are nearly degenerat
given only temperature information. With either polarization info
mation on the CMB side@MAP~P!# or a prior ofs(ln b)50.1 from
redshift space distortions on the galaxy power spectrum
@SDSS~b!#, the degeneracy is broken allowing better isolation
ceff

2 .
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CMB or redshift-space distortion information from galax
surveys.

VI. DETECTING THE NEUTRINO BACKGROUND
RADIATION

If the equation of state of the GDM is determined to
wg521, then the only possibility is a cosmological co
stant. In this case, the basic aspects of structure formation
so simple that subtle effects in the dark sector can be unc
ered. The remaining dark matter in the universe is the NB
How well can we detect its presence? The issue is somew
more subtle than it initially appears due to a degeneracy
the CMB acoustic peaks. We shall see that detecting
neutrino background radiation requires detecting its fluct
tions, in particular its anisotropies.

A. Matter-radiation degeneracy

Given that CMB anisotropies are generally sensitive
changes in the expansion rate at high redshift, one m
think the radiation content of the universe could be measu
precisely. Indeed the matter densityVmh2 can be measured
to s(Vmh2)50.02 by the MAP satellite~without polariza-
tion! if the radiation is taken to be fixed. The problem is th
what the CMB best measures is the matter-radiation ra
not the matter or radiation density individually.

The GDM parametrization can be used to explore t
degeneracy and more generally deconstruct the informa
contained about the NBR in the CMB. We know that t
matter-radiation degeneracy arises because of the way
background expansion rate scales with these parameters@see
Eq. ~2!#. Fluctuations in the matter and radiation break th
degeneracy. We can use the GDM parametrization to se
rate the information on the background expansion rate fr
that of the fluctuation properties.

As shown in Sec. II and@8#, the NBR is accurately mod
eled by a GDM component withwg5ceff

2 5cvis
2 51/3 and den-

sity Vg55.6331026h22Nn . Here Nn53 in the fiducial
model. ThusNn andwg determine the background propertie
whereasceff andcvis control the fluctuation properties, with
cvis controlling the anisotropic stress of the NBR. The anis
tropic stress is proportional to the quadrupole anisotropy
the NBR. Thuscvis50 ~with ceff5A1/3) represents a com
ponent with the same background properties as the NBR
with no anisotropies.

How does ignorance of the properties of the NBR affe
the determination of the matter densityVmh2? If we allow
Nn and cvis to vary so as to eliminate the information pro
vided by the density and anisotropy of the radiation com
nent, the error ellipses of Fig. 9~a! reveal a matter-radiation
degeneracy; i.e., they are elongated along the line of cons
matter-radiation density ratio. The degeneracy affects b
CMB measurements and galaxy surveys alike. Here an
the remainder of this section, we keepwg andceff fixed while
varying Vg ,cvis , and the other cosmological parameters
cluding a cosmological constantVL . The MAP errors on
Vmh2 are degraded froms(Vmh2)50.02 to 0.16 whenNn is
allowed to vary. The baryon-to-photon ratioVbh2 remains

e
f
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OBSERVATIONALLY DETERMINING THE PROPERTIES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 023512
well measured. Some leverage in a flat universe is provi
by the fact that the actual matter density comes into the
gular diameter distance for the CMB. Indeed, if one fixes
other parameters that go into the angular diameter dista
in this contextVL , then the CMB does place tight con
straints onVmh2 and Nn separately@38#. However, in the
general case, the angular diameter distance degeneracy
vents a precise measurement ofVmh2 by these means.

Combining CMB anisotropies and galaxy power spectr
information, which both suffer from the matter-radiation d
generacy individually, restores tight error bars onVmh2 even
using only temperature information from MAP~see Table
III !. Here the additional information onVb /Vm from bary-
onic features in the galaxy power spectrum along with
precise measurement ofVbh2 from the CMB constrains
Vmh2. This is another example in which the complementa
nature of the CMB and galaxy survey data helps in a su
way.

B. Limiting the number of neutrinos

In the standard scenario, the fluctuations of the NBR
not unknown; they are fixed through the properties of
neutrinos and gravitational instability. These fluctuations
the NBR further break the matter-radiation degeneracy. L
the CMB itself, the NBR carries temperature anisotrop
~see@24# for the full angular power spectrum!. In particular,

FIG. 9. Matter-radiation degeneracy. Plotted here are the 6
C.L. for the various experiments.~a! Ignoring the information sup-
plied by the anisotropy of the NBR by marginalizing overcvis , we
find a strong degeneracy between the neutrino numberNn and the
matter densityVmh2 along a line of constant matter-radiation rat
rm /r r in both the CMB and galaxy survey data. Combining CM
information from MAP and galaxy information from SDSS brea
the degeneracy somewhat.~b! Utilizing the information in the
anisotropies by assumingcvis5A1/3 shrinks and rotates the erro
ellipses leading to better complementarity and tighter errors.
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the quadrupole anisotropy of neutrinos alters the grav
tional potentials that drive acoustic oscillations~see Fig. 4!.

By fixing cvis5A1/3, we can ask how well the numbe
Nn of neutrino species in the NBR can be measured un
the standard assumptions. This is appropriate for either
vored or sterile neutrinos if their mass is sufficiently sm
(mn&0.1 eV). We show the results in Fig. 9~b! and Table
III. The CMB and galaxy survey ellipses in theNn-Vmh2

plane shrink and rotate in opposite senses from the case
marginalizedcvis @Fig. 9~a!#. This enhances the compleme
tary nature of CMB and galaxy survey data, giving a su
stantial improvement when the data sets are combined if o
MAP data is available.

As the errors in Table III are comparable to those achi
able from big bang nucleosynthesis~BBN! @39#, CMB and
galaxy surveys should provide a powerful consistency ch
on BBN and a constraint on additional neutrino spec
populated around recombination. Unfortunately, test
percent-level differences in the NBR temperature@repre-
sented here by a changedNn /Nn54dTn /Tn ; see Eq.~7!#
due to the details of their decoupling@38,40,41# seems out of
reach even if we combine all of our precision tests.

C. Detecting neutrino anisotropies

Anisotropies in the NBR are predicted by the gravitation
instability paradigm and are potentially observable throu
their effect on CMB anisotropies. In the GDM model for th
NBR, the anisotropies are determined by the viscosity
rametercvis ; constraints on this parameter tell us how w
anisotropies in the NBR can be detected. The role of
viscosity parametercvis in breaking degeneracies in the la
section suggests that the anisotropies in the neutrino b
ground radiation may themselves be detectable. Unfo
nately, with the CMB alone, the effect is strongly degener
with those of other parameters. Even though we fix the ot
properties of the GDM (wg5ceff

2 51/3, Nn53), changes in
cvis can be mimicked by changes in the normalization and
of the spectrum at small angles.

By adding in galaxy survey data~see Fig. 10!, cvis
2 51/3

~NBR anisotropies! and cvis
2 50 ~no anisotropies! are sepa-

rated by 3.5s from MAP1SDSS. The significance improve
to 8.7s with Planck.

How sensitive is the measurement to the underlying
sumptions about the data set and model space? The lo
polarization information does not significantly affect the
limits. On the other hand, if we take the more conservat
kmax50.1h Mpc21 for the galaxy surveys, the significanc
decreases to 1.2s ~7.3s! for MAP1SDSS (Planck1SDSS).

%

TABLE III. Errors on Vmh2 and Nn with and without information from NBR anisotropies. SDSS assumeskmax50.2h Mpc21 (kmax

50.1h Mpc21). P denotes the inclusion of CMB polarization information.

MAP1SDSS MAP~P!1SDSS Planck1SDSS Planck~P!1SDSS

Assumption s(Vmh2) s(Nn) s(Vmh2) s(Nn) s(Vmh2) s(Nn) s(Vmh2) s(Nn)

Unknowncvis
2 0.026~0.046! 1.24 ~2.26! 0.023~0.036! 1.12 ~1.92! 0.006~0.006! 0.30 ~0.43! 0.004~0.004! 0.21 ~0.23!

Fixed cvis
2 0.007~0.024! 0.44 ~1.59! 0.006~0.022! 0.43 ~1.44! 0.003~0.005! 0.23 ~0.43! 0.003~0.003! 0.17 ~0.20!
2-9
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Perhaps more important, the MAP1SDSS result does de
pend on prior knowledge thatNn'3. Fortunately, even as
suming only very conservative constraints ofs(Nn)51.0
from big bang nucleosynthesis allows a detection at 2s
~7.1s! for MAP1SDSS (Planck1SDSS). These results im
ply that NBR anisotropies can be detected with a high s
nificance at least by the Planck satellite, even under con
vative assumptions.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

With the wealth of precision cosmological measures t
are becoming available, we should soon be in the positio
identify all of the cosmologically important components
the universe—including any dark components that may
present. Not only do CMB anisotropies, high-redshift o
jects, and galaxy surveys probe different aspects of the
mology, but they can work together to uncover a compl
and consistent cosmological picture.

We have shown here how the combined power of th
data sets can determine the properties of the dark com
nents. Assuming that the preliminary indications from S
data that the missing component is not merely spatial cu
ture are confirmed, the first step will be to determine
equation of state of the exotic component. The task is n
trivial due to a degeneracy with its density in determining
expansion rate. The degeneracy is broken by combining
CMB data with SN distance measures, galaxy surveys
any other measurement that can constrainVm512Vg or h.
By further combining any of these pairs of data sets,
create powerful consistency tests. Note that these tests w
even near a cosmological constant modelpg /rg[wg521,
where the degeneracy in the CMB alone is at its worst.

FIG. 10. Detecting anisotropies in the neutrino background
diation. Anisotropies in the NBR are detectable if a model w
cvis

2 51/3 can be distinguished from one withcvis
2 50. Degeneracy

with other parameters such as the tiltn prevent the CMB informa-
tion provided by MAP from detecting the anisotropies. Adding g
axy survey information from SDSS breaks the degeneracy and
lows a statistically significant detection. We have assumed here
Nn is fixed at 3.
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Should the equation-of-state measurement rule out a
mological constant, we will want to study the other prope
ties that identify this exotic component. Its clustering scale
accessible in the CMB and galaxy surveys as features in t
power spectra at large scales. We have parametrized
with a sound speed and have shown that as long as the e
tion of state is sufficiently different from a cosmological co
stant (wg*21/2), one can distinguish a maximally stab
component (ceff51) from a component withceff&0.2. Dis-
tinguishability increases substantially aspg /rg increases,
reachingceff&0.6 at wg521/6. Such limits are interesting
since the simplest physically motivated exotic componen
slowly rolling scalar-field quintessence, is maximally stab
with ceff51.

We have only considered models where the equation
state varies in time sufficiently slowly to be replaced
some suitably averaged but constantwg . If the GDM sector
involves stronger temporal variation, to what extent will u
coming data sets be able to constrain the possibilities?
noted in Sec. IV, acoustic features in the CMB anisotrop
when combined with those in the galaxy power spectrum
be combined to measureVm . This measurement require
that the dark components at high redshift such as the NBR
known but makes no assumptions whatsoever about the
redshift behavior ofwg . With the present-day value ofVg
512Vm known to fair accuracy, there are a number of o
servational handles onwg as a function of time. The location
of the CMB acoustic peaks determines the angular diam
distance to high redshift. Mid-redshift supernovas constr
the luminosity distance toz'0.5, although with very large
samples one may even extract some redshift depende
Measurements of the normalization of the power spectr
on scales below the GDM sound horizon will constrain t
GDM-modified growth rate. Thez50 normalization may be
measured from abundances of rich clusters@42# and from the
galaxy power spectrum given a measurement of galaxy
from redshift distortions or peculiar velocity data sets. T
normalization at higher redshift can be estimated from
statistics of the Lymana forest, damped Lymana systems,
and high-redshift clusters. Hence, although the most gen
equation of state is described by a free function of redsh
there are actually a number of robust observational han
on its behavior.

A similar analysis shows that even if the universe co
tains both an accelerating component and a non-vanis
spatial curvature, which in many respects resembles a
verse withwg varying from21/3 to21, the combination of
information from different redshifts will give us leverage o
the two separately. The situation is actually even more fav
able since the geometrical aspects of curvature enter stro
into the angular diameter distance as measured by the C

Should the measurement of the equation of state con
the relative simplicity of a cosmological constant, we will b
able to probe in detail the remaining dark component,
neutrino background radiation. Detection of the neutri
background radiation through the CMB suffers from the fa
that a change in its energy density may be compensated
change in the matter density up to effects due to the prese
of fluctuations. We have shown that by combining CMB a

-

-
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galaxy survey data, this degeneracy can be broken and y
constraints competitive with those from big bang nucleos
thesis. Furthermore, the combination of CMB and gala
survey data should provide the first detection of anisotrop
in the neutrino background radiation. The detection of th
anisotropies, predicted by the gravitational instability pa
digm for structure formation, would represent a triumph
cosmology.
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